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:La composante paaII&leB la fosse dans une convergrnace obliqueavec Subduction est accommod&
par un des &formations d&"hantes dans la plaque chevauchante ou par un glissement oblique de la
suMuction. La comparaison entre les Andes septentrionaleset centrales s u g g h que si la nature rk l'avant-an
est ockanique, celle-ci favorise
une subduction oblique.
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Studies of subductionzones in oblique convergentSettings argued for a simple saain partionhg of
the convergence vectorbetween a normal-to-the-mnchcornponant that should be accomodated by thrust
mechanisms at the subductioncontact, and a paraIlel-@-the-trench componentthat shwld be accommodated
by major strike-slip fault(s) (Fhch, 1972; Jarrard, 1986). More recently, a w e f u l re-exanmination of
showcd thqt substantiai amountof oblique slip
subduction slip vectorsat some oblique convergent margins
may occw at the subduction contact("Caffrey, 1992). Consequently, theamountof shik-slip deformation
should be sigruficantly lowerthan pviously expected what may e x p h tbat the measured trznnsCurrent slip
is fr-equently lowerthan the one theoreticaily expected h m global models. In order to understand Bow is
accommodated the paralleito the trench component of convergence associatedwith a subduction zone, we
compared two different casesdong the same convergent margin: northem and cenaal Andes. In fact, this
cornpitrison suggeststhere is a mechanical effect induced by the oceanic or continental
nahm of the forearc
wedge. Indeed,the orientationof convergence, and its rate amainsm g h l y identid from southern Colombia
(3'W to cenval Peru (12OS). However, three striking differences are observed: the age of the oceanic
lithosphereat the trench is younger in northern Andes than in cennal Andes, the trench orientationis NW in
central Peru while it is NNE in northern Andes, and the forearc wedge is made of oceanic material in
northern Andes whileit is continental in centralAndes. In order to compare northern and cenaal Andes, we
calculated in hth cases Che theoretical component of convergence ttnat is parallel to the trench, then the'
amount of tbis componentwhich is accommodatedbyoblique
slip at thesubductioncontact,and
consequently the amount of transcurrent slip thathas to be accommodated by deformationof the ovemding
plate. Then, we compared with the observed deformations. This shows that obliquity is predominantly
accommodated by oblique subductionslip in northern Andes while it is essentially accommodated by the
deformation of the overriding platein central Pm.
METHOD TO CALCULATE THE AMOUNTS OF TRANScuRRENT SLIP

The subduction of the Nazca Plate beneath South America results from a N8O0E;t5" trending
convergence (Fig. 1)with a rate Vc=8O0fio (DeMers et al., 1990). Along central Peru, the trenchis oriented
N150°E, i.e., the trench normal Tn is N60°E whiIe dong northem Andes, the trench azimuth is between
N20" (Ecuador) and N35" (southern Colombia), i.e., Tn is between N110"E and N125OE.Thus, the obliquity
angle, a, between the Trench noxmaland the convergenceis 20° in central Peru and-30°to - 4 5 O in northern
Andes. This allows to calculate the component of convergence, V p that is parallei to the trend in both
central and noPthemAndes. From the above defiitions:
VpVcSinrr (1)
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Then, taking V p 7 8 d a for northern Andes and V ~ 8 d0 a for central Peau, we obtain V@
to 64
d a of theoretical dextral motionin northern Andes and Vp=27 d a of theoretical kft-lamal motion in
cenual Peru. This simple calculation shows that the amount of parallei-to-the-mnch c o m p e n t of
convergence is higher in northern Andesthan in central Peru (Dewey and Lamb, 1992). However, this d m
not indicate how it is accommodated. In order to address this problem, we used the method proposed by
"caffrey (1992) that calculatethe amount of transcurrent slip, Vs, that ha$ to be accommodated by the
deformation of theoveniding plate.
vs=vc(sinacoscxtan~)(2)
with Vc convergence rate, a obliquity angle between the mnch normal and the convergence, f3 angle
between the trenchnormal and the slip azimuth of the subduction.
INVERSION OF SUBDUCTION FOCAL MECHANISMS

In order to determine the mean /3 angle for both northern Andes and central P m , we used the
available shallow thrust focal
mechanisms registered by world seismic networirsin those subduction zone
areas (e.g., Pennington 1981; " T S by Dziewonski 1981-1992 and USGS catalog 1977-1988). Then, data
inversion (same methodas Carey-Gailhardis& Mercier, 1987)was paformed in the two zones in orda to
determine the preferred fault plane for each solution (Eg. 1). The most signifkant result is that &e
subduction slip vectors are oblique in northern Andes while they are close to the mnch normal in cenaal
Pen. This calculation allows to estimate P=8"+7' for central Peru and P=23"s0 to 38OSo for nonhern
Andes.
TRANSCURRENT SLIP RATES IN THE OVERRIDING PLATE
Knowing the j3 angle, the amount of transcurrent sliprate, Vs, may be calculated fmm formula 2 in
both nortbern Andes and central Peru.In northern Andes Vs= 733 to 1014 d a of dextral slip(see Ego et
al., this volume) while in central Peru Vs=17+10 d a of left-lateral slip. AlthoughVs value is not
precisely consrrainedin central Peru, it suggests that the oveniding platein central Peru has to accommodate
a larger amount of transcurrent slipthan the overriding platein northern Andes. Indeed, in northern Andes
only 10-25% of VP is accommodated by strike-slip deformations in the overriding plate while in cenaal
Peru, this appears to be at least 26%. However, major strike-slipfault have been reported in naPthm Andes,
conversely somescarce strike-slip faultsare only known in theCordillera Oriental of central Peru
DISCUSSION

In northern Andes, Vp is accommcdated by major right-lateral strike-slip faults (seeEgo et d,this
volume). In central Peru, may be accommodated either by the N-S extension that affects the Cordillera
Occidental and the Coastal area or by the strike-slip deformations that prevail in the Cordillera Oriental
(SCbrier et al., 1988). indeed, thrust and reverse faults ofthe Subandes are nearly purely dip slip and
consequently cannot account to accommodate strike-slip deformations (Figure 1). N-S mnding extension
may be interpreted as resulting from normla to the topography gravitational forces and a left lateral
component of strike-slipthat would accommodate Vp. However, the rate of extension that is calculated in
the Cordillera Blanca (SCbrier et al., 1988) may explain 1.5 d a of left-lateral slip. Thus, the strike-slip
deformations of the Cordillera Oriental shouldat least accommodate of the order
of 5 mm/a of left-lateral
slip. Fmally, thescriking difference in the obliquity of subduction slips between northern Andes andcentral
Peru might be explained by the difference of nature of the forearc wedge : oceanic in northern Andes and
continental in central Peru. This conclusions appears in good agreement with observations performed by
Jmard (1986) that support the fact
that the subduction zone where the oveniding plateis oceanic seems to
have a more oblique slip than the ones where it is continental. This should indicate that the oceanic or
mechanical behavior.
continental natureof the ovenriding plate induces different
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